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“Y
ou cannot prove 

security. You can 

only prove insecuri-

ty.” That’s one of IBMer Robert 

Andrews' favorite sayings. But 

security isn’t a theoretical game 

for Andrews. As a senior manag-

ing security consultant special-

izing in IBM i, he has a front-row 

view of the security threats facing 

IBM i clients—and the costs of not 

addressing them.

“The major risk that compa-

nies face surrounding IT security 

is related to brand reputation and 

corporate image,” Andrews says. 

“You can think of several breach-

es that have happened at various 

retail establishments—consumers 

double-think shopping at those 

stores simply due to their poor IT 

security habits.”

To fully leverage IBM i’s se-

curity features, it’s important to 

understand the concept of security 

versus securability. Security is the 

state of being protected from risk of 

potential harm or danger. The risk 

needs to be understood and dealt 

with appropriately. Securability 

goes to the degree at which some-

thing is able to be secured.

While the IBM i security state-

ment makes it clear that no IBM i 

system can be considered com-

pletely secure, IBM i systems are 

considered highly secure out of 

the box, says Andrews. “We can 

take advantage of lots of security 

features on IBM i to remove that 

degree of risk from the system.”

Ransomware: An  
Indirect Threat to IBM i
One of the major concerns Andrews 

sees is ransomware. IBM i doesn’t 

run ransomware, but it can be a 

victim of ransomware that infects 
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Second, security settings 

should limit a user profi le to the 

proper level of authority. If a user 

only needs read rights, they should 

only have read authority. “A user 

that only has read authority will 

never be able to modify or dam-

age the fi le, even from a malware 

attack on a PC, " Andrews explains. 

Finally, eliminate anonymous 

guest access via network share 

desk accounts. IBM i doesn’t have 

guest support enabled out of the 

box, and the provided coupled 

shares are secured against user 

access. IBM i offers the anonymous 

feature, but Andrews recommends 

always using authenticated access.

 Upgrading to IBM i 7.4 
Augments Securability
IBM i 7.4, which was released in 

June 2019, offers two major im-

provements at the security level. 

The fi rst is TLS v1.3, which pro-

vides the latest for data-in-motion 

security. It also incorporates 

newly created ciphers, such 

as elliptic-curve agreements 

and signatures.

The second is an enhancement 

to the authority collection feature 

introduced in IBM i 7.3. Authority 

collection allows an administra-

tor or developer to trace security 

requirements at a very deep level 

as an app or program is running. 

The feature was limited to user 

level tracing in 7.3, but has been 

enhanced to allow for object level 

that File Shares are as far down 

the directory path as possible and 

marked as read-only. This alone 

will prevent any sort of ransom-

ware from damaging fi les on 

the IBM i, as the PC wouldn’t be 

allowed to alter any of the fi les on 

the IBM i share.

a PC. Once ransomware infects a 

PC, it starts encrypting all of the 

data locally, then looks for network 

connected resources, potentially 

including an IBM i server.

The major risk to the IBM i are 

shares at the root or lowest level of 

the IFS. Ransomware running on a 

PC can encrypt all of the fi les on the 

IBM i if these shares have insecure 

authorities.

Additionally, because the 

QSYS.LIB fi le system is part of the 

IFS, it can encrypt the OS itself, leav-

ing it unusable. “This isn’t theoreti-

cal. We’ve investigated multiple IBM i 

systems where this has happened in 

the real world today,” Andrews says.

 3 Ways to Protect the IBM i 
From Ransomware Attack
To protect the IBM i from expo-

sure to ransomware, fi rst ensure 
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“One of the major security risks we see is when 
users have too much authority to objects on the 
IBM i. This allows for changes to occur when 
changes don't need to be made, and enables 
access from outside the application.”

–Robert Andrews, senior managing security consultant, IBM
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tracing. This allows a developer to 

put a trace on a particular library or 

set of objects, then watch how their 

application accesses and integrates 

into those particular objects.

“One of the major security risks 

we see is when users have too 

much authority to objects on the 

IBM i,” says Andrews. “This allows 

for changes to occur when changes 

don’t need to be made, and enables 

access from outside the application.”

By using the authority collector, 

developers can assign the lowest 

required authority level without 

getting any authority errors or 

issues once the program is put 

into production. This allows for 

access for any interface beyond 

what the developer expected. It 

helps prevent cases where users 

access a database through outside 

programs—such as using FTP or 

ODBC—instead of the particular re-

cords they were accessing through 

their designated application.

The adopted authority mod-

el ensures that users only have 

access to the database via the 

designated application, thereby 

securing the database.

Annual Assessments  
Reveal Weaknesses
On top of understanding specific 

features in IBM i 7.4, it’s important 

to have a better understanding of 

the security features in all cur-

rent versions of IBM i. To start, an 

annual security assessment from 

an outside body or IBM can uncover 

where the weaknesses or risks lie.

“Part of my job is to help clients 

understand that risk, so they can 

choose to change that risk, try to 

reduce it or accept it,” says An-

drews. “Not all risk needs to be 

removed. Sometimes, knowledge 

of the risk can help guide a com-

pany to set a policy to handle that 

risk appropriately.”

A thorough risk assessment 

explores the three major portions 

of the IBM i security model:
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where the risk is on a particular 

system,” Andrews says. “We then 

help clients understand each par-

ticular issue identified during an 

assessment.”

Annual assessments allow 

clients to see where things have 

improved or sometimes wors-

ened. Clients can also learn about 

security features such as password 

validation programs, network se-

curity and other settings that can 

be tweaked to improve security.

Security Is an HR Matter
Security threats are constantly 

evolving, and maintaining a staff of 

dedicated professionals is an ongo-

ing challenge for most IBM i clients. 

“Too many companies assign se-

curity and IBM i responsibilities to 

employees who wear multiple hats: 

security, systems administration, 

even application development,” 

Andrews says.

Comprehensive IT security 

requires dedicated professionals 

to get it correct. Andrews empha-

sizes that you’re only as strong as 

the weakest link, and a single fault 

can expose everything. As fresh 

faces come on board, companies 

need to have a good succession 

plan in place to ensure continuous 

support of their IT environment—

including IBM i. 

tings, including system values, 

networking access and other 

application-specific settings 

with relation to things like TCP

“Only by looking at all three 

pieces can you truly understand 

1.  Analyzes user profiles to  

understand their privileges 

and authorities

2.  Focuses on object authorities 

associated with libraries, un-

derlying files and programs

3.  Looks at overall system set-
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“Not all risk needs to be 
removed. Sometimes, 
knowledge of the 
risk can help guide a 
company to set a policy 
to handle that risk 
appropriately.” 
 
–Robert Andrews

In times of uncertainty and volatility, compa-
nies often look to cost reduction as a first step 
to protecting their business. But by blending 
the right architectures, delivery practices, 
and platforms, you can drive stability and 
productivity within the organization by lever-
aging modern API- and microservice-based 
best practices with your legacy system.

Join guest Randy Heffner from Forrester Re-
search, as he discusses proven application 
development and management approaches 
such as:

•   API strategies that enable new business 
strategies, rapid change, broad connectivi-
ty, customer engagement

•   Mixing agile and architecture to evolve 
business APIs as a lever for agility

•   Enabling microservices in production op-
eration and in enabling developers to 
improve business results with microser-
vice-based software
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